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Abstract
Hydrogen spillover is a catalytic process that occurs by surface reaction and subsequent diffusion
to reversibly provide a massive amount of hydrogen dopants in correlated oxides, but the
mechanism and surface chemistry at the surface of correlated oxides with metal catalyst are not
well understood. Here we show that a significant amount of oxygen is released from the surface of
correlated VO2 films during hydrogen spillover, contrary to the well-established observation of
the formation of hydrogen interstitials in the bulk part of VO2 films. By using ambient-pressure
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, we prove that the formation of surface oxygen vacancies is a
consequence of a favorable reaction for the generation of weakly-adsorbed H 2O from surface O
atoms that have low coordination and weak binding strength. Our results reveal the importance of
in-situ characterization to prove the dynamic change during redox reaction, and presents
opportunity to control intrinsic defects at the surface.
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Hydrogen spillover is a result of the exceptional catalytic activity of noble metals with
hydrogen gas (H2); the process has been utilized for possible applications as a method to store
hydrogen in solid materials under near-ambient conditions

1-7

. In combinations of a catalytic

metal and a transition-metal oxide support (e.g., Pt/WO3, Pt/MoO3, Au/TiO2), the noble metal
surface provides sites to break the H-H bond 1,

4-6, 8

; In this process, the H2 first undergoes

dissociative chemisorption upon interacting with noble metal catalysts, then atomic H is spilled
over onto the oxide support that contacts the metal catalyst. For example, in Pt-decorated MoO 3
support, the resulting atomic H migrate from the Pt surface into the reducible MoO 3 support.
Then a massive number of atomic H diffuse throughout the bulk support with hydrogen spillover
at low temperature by forming blue conducting HxMoO3 in the oxide support 1, 6, 9.
This principle has potential use as a method to supply hydrogen atoms in correlated
oxides that undergo metal-insulator transition (e.g., VO2, SmNiO3, NdNiO3) to reversibly
modulate electronic phase by filling electrons provided by hydrogens10-15. This process suppresses
formation of oxygen vacancies owing to low-temperature annealing assisted by Pt catalyst, and
thereby maintaining the crystal framework in correlated oxides. The incorporated hydrogen forms
O-H bonds in the lattice, which cause electrons occupation in the conduction d band (t2g or eg
band) of correlated materials. Up to one hydrogen per chemical unit can be incorporated by
hydrogen spillover into VO2 lattices without any loss of oxygen. 10 This hydrogen spillover process
allows us to elucidate two-step phase modulation from insulator (VO 2, 3d1) to metal (HxVO2; 0 <
x < 1) to insulator (HVO2, 3d2) during inter-integer d-band filling of electrons10, 13. Likewise,
metal-insulator transition controlled by band filling has also been demonstrated using hydrogen
3

spillover in RNiO3 (R = rare earth), which are also correlated materials that have eg1 electron
configuration 11, 12, 16.
Suppression of the oxygen vacancy formation causes incorporated hydrogens to be
located in the interstitial sites in bulk lattice of correlated oxides during hydrogen spillover

10, 11, 14,

15

, but the surface chemistry of correlated oxides during the process remain unknown. The

phenomenon of hydrogen spillover is related to surface reactions and subsequent diffusion, so to
fully understand the processes, the adsorbed intermediates and surface chemistry must be
characterized in situ at the surface of correlated oxide with metal catalyst. 1, 6 In situ crystal and
electronic structure modulation in bulk correlated materials during hydrogen spillover has been
previously quantified using X-ray diffraction (XRD) and X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) at
the ambient condition10, 13, 15, 17, 18, but real-time monitoring of the surface with H2 gas has not been
performed using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) since XPS could be typically
characterized under ultra-high vacuum due to too short inelastic mean free path of photoelectrons
in the presence of gas.
Here, we use synchrotron-based in situ ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (APXPS) to investigate the mechanism of the modulation in vanadium and oxygen
surface chemistry of VO2 epitaxial films during hydrogen spillover. During the spillover, the
binding energy of the vanadium core level gradually decreased while the binding energy of the
oxygen core level increased; these concurrent trends confirm that vanadium valence states are
reduced at the surface. Quantitative analysis of each deconvoluted photoelectron spectra peak as a
function of time showed direct evidence of oxygen loss at the surface of correlated VO 2 films
4

during the catalytic process: A significant amount of oxygen was released from the lattice (i.e.,
the formation of surface oxygen vacancies) by forming adsorbed water molecules with weak
binding during hydrogen spillover process. This is the first observation of the process, which is
distinct from the dominant reaction of the formation of hydrogen-related defects (i.e., interstitials)
in the bulk part of VO2 films. The appearance of oxygen-related defects at the surface is attributed
to the low coordination of surface atoms, which are energetically-favorable reaction sites for the
generation of weakly-adsorbed water during hydrogen spillover.
The 10-nm-thick (100)R-oriented VO2 epitaxial films were grown on (0001) Al 2O3
substrate by pulsed laser deposition as described elsewhere. 10 To achieve sufficient hydrogenation
in the VO2 films by using hydrogen spillover, nano-sized Pt islands were formed on the film
surface as H2 dissociation catalyst (Fig. 1a); this method effectively cracks H2 molecules into H
atoms by lowering the energy barrier to the surface reaction (i.e., adsorption and dissociation) of
hydrogen molecules with VO2

10, 11, 13-15

. Then, out-of-plane lattice parameters of VO2 films were

characterized by in situ symmetrical XRD during hydrogen spillover at 70 °C to identify dynamic
structural modulation of the entire thickness (~ 10 nm) in VO 2 films (Fig. 1b). Before
hydrogenation, the peak of pristine VO2 was located at ~2.785 Å-1 with clear Kiessig fringes.
During hydrogen spillover, the peak position shifted left to ~2.732 Å -1 within 30 min, its peak
intensity decreased by an order of magnitude, and its Kiessig fringes disappeared; these changes
indicate small out-of-plane lattice expansion with the loss of uniform lattice modulation, and are
similar to those studied in VO2 films that are doped with a small amount of hydrogen 19. In the
end, the first peak completely disappeared and a new peak gradually saturated at 2.551 Å -1 with
5

clear Kiessig fringes; these changes indicate huge out-of-plane lattice expansion by massive
hydrogen uptake, and uniform distribution of hydrogen interstitials in the VO 2 lattices. Similar
changes have been observed in VO2 films during full hydrogenation

10, 13, 15, 20

. Thus, this Pt-

catalyst-assisted low temperature process allowed giant lattice expansion along the out-of-plane
direction; the process is a result of selective injection of hydrogen atoms into interstitial sites in
the VO2 lattice by suppressing oxygen vacancy formation. The penetrating and escaping depth of
X-ray source and signal in XRD are much greater than the thickness of VO 2 films (~ 10 nm), so
the giant expansion and contraction of the X-ray diffraction peak indicates that hydrogen uptake
and release occurs in the entire layer of VO2 film.
To directly confirm selective hydrogen incorporation in the VO 2 epitaxial film during
hydrogen spillover at low temperature, the chemical compositions were compared before (Fig. 1c)
and after (Fig. 1d) hydrogen spillover (50 °C, P H = 5 mTorr for 8 h) by using negative ion depth
2

profiles of time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS). The intensity of the
selected ions (VO2ˉ, Alˉ, 18Oˉ and Hˉ) with sputtering time indicates the compositional profile
along the thickness direction of the films. The variation of VO 2ˉ and Alˉ profiles defines the
boundaries between VO2 thin films and Al2O3 substrates. The intensity of Hˉ signals was almost
the same in VO2 films as in Al2O3 substrate before hydrogen spillover, which suggests that pristine
VO2 films contain background levels of hydrogens (Fig. 1c). After hydrogen spillover, the
intensity of Hˉ in the VO2 films increased by an order of magnitude above the background signal
of Hˉ, but the intensity of VO2ˉ, Alˉ, 18Oˉ did not change noticeably (Fig. 1d); this result validates
that only hydrogen atoms migrated between oxygen atoms along the facile diffusion pathway.
6

This process causes valence reduction on the V atoms with the negligible loss in oxygen (i.e.,
topotactic phase transformation) in the entire VO2 film, despite the reducing atmosphere.10, 14, 15
To monitor change in chemical bonding near the surface in real time, in situ APXPS was
performed during hydrogen spillover of VO 2 thin films. First, to remove possible surface
contaminants before hydrogen spillover, the samples were cleaned by heating at 250 °C in
100 mTorr O2 21, 22; the cleanliness of the surface was confirmed by the complete disappearance of
the contaminant-related C 1s peak, and the concurrent increase in the peak intensity of V 2p and
O 1s (Fig. S1). Peak deconvolution of each spectrum from surface-treated sample revealed that
the peak of O 1s consisted mostly of lattice oxygen (O-V) with negligible contribution from
hydroxyl (O-H) (Fig. S1d), and that V4+ and V5+ coexisted on the surface after oxygen treatment
after carbon removal

23, 24

. However, no peak related to V2O5 occurred in XRD after oxygen

treatment; i.e., V5+ valence states form only at the surface, whereas VO2 phase with V4+ valence
state is maintained in the bulk of the films. This result indicates that VO 2 surfaces is overoxidized with respect to stoichiometric composition after the exposure of O 2 gas; this conclusion
is consistent with a previous prediction that used first principles calculation

25

: due to the

presence of adsorbed oxygens in a wide range of thermodynamic conditions, the VO 2 surface
tends to become over-oxidized by forming vanadyl (V=O) species rather than to be
stoichiometric. Moreover, oxygen adsorption from the gas phase is strongly exothermic, so
surface oxidation is thermodynamically favorable; this process leads to the natural formation of
V5+ states at the surface.23, 24

7

Then, to characterize the dynamic modulation of surface states in contaminant-free clean
Pt/VO2 films under the H2 pressure of 5 mTorr during hydrogen spillover, the V 2p and the O 1s
spectra were acquired using APXPS at 670 eV photon energy with inelastic mean free paths in
the range of 0.8 ~ 1.2 nm26 (Fig. 2). The high X-ray monochromatic flux from synchrotron photon
sources and differentially-pumped analyzers fitted with a small aperture cone in APXPS allow
acquisition of good photoemission signals by minimizing the inelastic loss that occurs in the
presence of gas (Fig. 1a).27 Before spillover, the binding energy of V 2p3/2 and O 1s were located
at ~ 517 eV and 530 eV, respectively. After H 2 gas had been introduced at 50 °C, the peak of the
V 2p3/2 spectra decreased in intensity and gradually shifted toward lower binding energy, which
results in peak broadening (Fig. 2a). Concurrently, the O 1s peak shifted toward higher binding
energy with development of an additional peak shoulder (Fig. 2b). Although the change of Pt 4f
is relatively negligible compared to the change of V 2p and O 1s, the spectra show the slight shift
to the higher binding energy after hydrogen spillover, which might be attributed to the formation
of Pt-Hads or Ptδ-OHads with higher binding energy than Pt0 (Fig. S3).28 The change of the V 2p
and the O 1s spectra was fully reversible even after hydrogenation and dehydrogenation cycles,
which excludes the effect of beam damage (Fig. S4)
For quantitative analysis, each spectrum was deconvoluted using Lorentzian-Gaussian
(L-G) curves after background subtraction (Fig. 2c)29. The VO2 surface was over-oxidized, so
before hydrogen spillover, the V 2p spectra could be assigned to V 4+ (2p3/2, Eb ~ 515.84 eV, 2p1/2,
Eb ~ 523.17 eV) and V5+ (2p3/2, Eb ~ 517.2 eV, 2p1/2, Eb ~ 524.53 eV). During hydrogen spillover,
the intensity of the deconvoluted V 3+ peak (2p3/2, Eb ~ 515.29 eV, 2p1/2, Eb ~ 522.62 eV) gradually
8

increased at the expense of V4+ and V5+ peaks (Fig. 2c); this change is a result of the reduction of
vanadium valence states. In case of O 1s spectra, initial quantitative deconvolution fitted the O 1s
peak perfectly using two peaks, which correspond to a dominant contribution from lattice oxygen
(O-V, Eb ~ 530 eV) and a relatively small contribution from hydroxyl (O-H, E b ~ 531.5 eV) (Fig.
2c)29-31. As the hydrogen spillover progressed, the deconvoluted O-V peak gradually decreased
and O-H peak increased, which denotes a substantial increase of hydroxyl bonding by reversible
hydrogen incorporation from Pt catalyst into the lattice. More interestingly, during hydrogen
spillover under the reaction of Pt/VO2 with H2 gas, a non-negligible shoulder peak appeared at the
highest binding energy of 532.6 eV; this peak could not be detected in ex situ X-ray
photoemission spectroscopy measured under vacuum10 (Fig. 2c). This shoulder peak could be
assigned to adsorbed water molecules (H2O) on the VO2 thin film surface

29, 32, 33

; this additional

peak provides strong evidence that weakly-adsorbed water molecules, as well as hydroxyl bonded
to the lattice, form on the film surface when hydrogen gas reacts with the surface of VO 2 during
hydrogen spillover.
Real-time surface characterization was repeated using APXPS at 30 °C while
introducing hydrogen gas. Peak shift and broadening of V 2p3/2 at 517 eV and O 1s at 530 eV
occurred in the same direction as at 50 °C, but at a significantly-diminished rate (Fig. S2). The
difference indicates that temperature strongly affects the surface reaction on the VO 2 by hydrogen
spillover. Detailed deconvolution of APXPS spectra at 30 °C showed a decrease of V 5+ in V 2p3/2
signal, and an increase in hydroxyl groups (O-H) in O 1s, but no shoulder peak by adsorbed water

9

molecules; this result indicates that the formation of water during hydrogen spillover requires
sufficient thermal energy to overcome an activation barrier.
To quantify the real-time change in the valence states of vanadium ions at the surface of
VO2 during hydrogen spillover, the areas A of each deconvoluted peak (V 3+¿ 2 p ¿ , V 4 +¿2 p ¿,
3 /2

3/2

V

5+¿ 2 p 3/2 ¿

) were calculated, then normalized by the total area of V 2 p3 /2 (Figs. 3a, b). The

normalized area indirectly indicates the relative ratio of each valence state (¿) as a function of
hydrogen spillover duration t as34
¿ ¿,

(1)

where A¿ is the area under the deconvoluted peaks of Vn+ (n ∈ 35) at time t, and A(V 2 p 3/ 2 , t) is
the total area of V 2 p3 /2 at time t. As expected, the contributions of valence states decreased from
V5+ to V4+ to V3+ during hydrogen spillover (Figs. 3a, b). Therefore, conversions from V5+ to V4+
and from V4+ to V3+ occurred concurrently due to the electron supply induced by hydrogen
uptake. This reduction rate was faster at 50 °C than at 30 °C; the difference confirms that the
surface reaction for hydrogen spillover does not occur until sufficient activation energy is
provided (Fig. 3c).
In the same fashion, the oxygen contents near the surfaces were characterized
quantitatively in real time by normalizing each deconvoluted peaks in O 1s spectra. The area
under an O 1s spectrum normalized by that of V 2p 3/2 is a quantitative measure of the oxygen
content relative to vanadium atoms near the surface (i.e., [ O ] at < 1 nm); therefore, to monitor the

10

kinetic changes over time, the normalized area of an O 1s spectrum was quantified using those
peaks as34

[ O ] (t)= A(O 1 s , t)norm =

A ( O 1 s , t ) / A(V 2 p3 / 2 , t)
,
A(O 1 s , 0)/ A(V 2 p 3/ 2 , ¿ 0)¿

(2)

where A ( O 1 s , t ) and A(O1 s , 0) are the area of total 1s spectra at times t and 0, respectively.
During hydrogen spillover, [ O ] gradually decreased to ~ 10.34% at 50 °C and ~ 5.42 % at 30 °C
(Fig. 3d); these changes indicate a loss of surface lattice oxygen during hydrogen spillover, and
suggest that the hydrogen spillover process involves release of oxygen at the surface. The loss of
surface lattice oxygen was unexpected, and indicates that oxygen deficiencies are likely to occur
at the VO2 surface, unlike hydrogen incorporation in the VO2 bulk lattice even during hydrogen
spillover at low temperature. Despite the topotactic phase transformation in VO 2 bulk lattice
during hydrogen spillover, oxygen at the surface cannot be preserved during hydrogen spillover;
surface oxygen vacancies, as well as hydrogen interstitials, are responsible for the reduction of
vanadium valence states.
To further elucidate the origin of oxygen loss, the O 1s signals were classified by the area
of each deconvoluted peak (O-V, O-H, H2O-related peaks) and each contribution from the O 1s
signals was plotted as a function of spillover time (Fig. 3e, 3f). The amount of oxygen related to
each deconvoluted O 1s peaks can be estimated as

[ O−V ] (t)= A(O−V 1 s , t)norm =
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A ( O−V 1 s , t ) / A(V 2 p3/ 2 , t)
.
A(O−V 1 s , 0)/ A(V 2 p3 /2 , ¿ 0)¿

(3)

[ O−H ] (t)=A(O−V 1 s , t )norm =

[ H 2 O ] ( t)= A( H 2 O1 s ,t )norm=

A ( O−H 1 s , t ) / A(V 2 p3 / 2 , t)
.
A(O−H 1 s , 0)/ A(V 2 p 3/ 2 , ¿ 0)¿
A ( H 2 O 1 s , t ) / A(V 2 p3 /2 , t )
A(H 2 O 1 s , 0)/ A(V 2 p3 /2 , ¿ 0)¿

.

(4)

(5)

where [ O−V ] , [ O−H ] , [ H 2 O ] are the amounts of oxygen related to lattice oxygen, hydroxyl, and
weakly adsorbed H2O at the surface, respectively. As hydrogen spillover proceeded, [ O−V ]
decreased and [ O−H ] and [ H 2 O ] increased at 50 °C, but only [ O−H ] increased at 30 °C. The
formation of weakly-adsorbed H2O depends more strongly on the temperature than the formation
of hydroxyl does. Weakly-adsorbed H2O is not chemically bonded to the lattice of VO2 surface, so
the oxygen in the lattice is regarded as the sum of [ O−V ] and [ O−H ] . Thus, estimated actual loss
of surface lattice oxygen was as much as ~ 25 % at 50 °C. Remarkably, the increase of [ H 2 O ]
coincides with the oxygen loss in the lattice; this relationship indicates that the formation of
weakly-adsorbed H2O from the lattice may be related to the oxygen loss in the lattice at the
surface.
First-principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations were employed to
investigate the possibility that H2O forms and oxygen is lost from the surface of VO 2 during
hydrogen spillover. For the study, we constructed the most energetically stable (110) surface
structure of rutile VO2.25 The simulation considered 12 atomic layers (~ 19.63 Å) along the
thickness direction; the bottom three layers were fixed to represent bulk layers, so nine atomic
layers were allowed to be fully relaxed at the surface. We compared the energetic stability of
possible adsorption structures when two hydrogens were added to the fully oxidized VO 2 surface.
Fig. 4a-d shows the schematic view of four different configurations of two hydrogen adatoms at
12

on the VO2 surface: H2 physisorption (Fig. 4a), two sub-surface interstitials (2H i) (Fig. 4b), two
hydrogens binding with one oxygen to form a water molecule (H 2O) (Fig. 4c), and two hydrogens
binding with an oxygen to form two hydroxyl groups (2OH) at the surface (Fig.4d); these
configurations have distinct thermodynamic adsorption energies (Fig. 4e). The DFT calculation
predicted that before hydrogen spillover, H2 physisorption on VO2 surface (i.e., the states) has
very small thermodynamic adsorption energy (0.07 eV). In contrast, three chemisorbed
configurations are energetically stable; the predicted adsorption energies are 0.99 eV for 2H i,
2.28 eV for H2O, and 1.80 eV for 2OH. Thus, the H 2 molecule is likely to be incorporated on VO 2
surface by dissociative chemisorption after the activation barriers are overcome by the Pt catalyst
during spillover. More importantly, the formation of H2O molecule is energetically the most
favorable among the different chemisorption configurations; this result is consistent with our
APXPS observation during hydrogenation.
We also simulated the variation of bonding energy of a surface oxygen atom when one
or two hydrogens was chemisorbed on it. Our DFT calculation predicts that the bonding energy
of the surface oxygen decreased from 4.14 eV to 3.51 eV when it absorbed one hydrogen atom,
and to 0.84 eV when it absorbed two hydrogen atoms. Thus, the absorbed hydrogen atoms
weaken the binding between the surface oxygen atom and the VO 2 surface. This calculation
supports our experimental observation that the two adsorbed or interstitial hydrogens tend to
interact with a surface oxygen atom on VO2 surfaces by forming a H2O molecule with hydrogen
bonding above the VO2 surface, and thereby leaving oxygen vacancies at the surface.
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As the Pt catalyst lowers the activation barrier for surface reaction and the hydrogen
2 H ) proceeds at low temperature, the dissociated hydrogen first spreads
spillover ( H 2 Pt
→

gradually to the surface of the support. The hydrogen atoms lose their electron when they
coordinate to oxygen, and this change causes a reduction of valence states on the transition metal
adjacent to the absorption sites: the hydrogen atoms react with lattice oxygen on the surface (
O

ㆍ

x
O(S )

) to form positively charged hydroxyl (OH )O (S ) at the terminal oxygen and electrons e−¿¿ on

the VO2 surface near the dispersed Pt as described in Kroger-Vink notation6, 33, 36:
2 H +2O

x

−¿¿

ㆍ

O (S )

→ 2 (OH )O (S) + 2 e

.

(6)

In the bulk, the hydrogen ions from the hydroxyl bonds at the surface are likely to diffuse
into the bulk VO2 without losing oxygen (i.e., bulk diffusion) 36. Hydrogen ions from the surface
migrate along a facile diffusion pathway by hydrogen transfer between oxygen atoms through the
interstitial sites of VO213, which can be detected by SIMS. The calculated activation barriers for
hydrogen migration were 0.4 eV, which is low enough that interstitial hydrogen can move even at
low temperature. Electrons supplied by ionization of hydrogen atoms simultaneously reduce the
valence states of vanadium (V5+ → V4+ → V3+). Thus, hydrogen diffusion by interstitial site in VO 2
ㆍ

bulk (2 H i (B )) can be described as
ㆍ

x

ㆍ

2 (OH )O (S) → 2 OO (S )+ 2 H i( B).

(7)

However, as a competing reaction at the surface, two hydrogen atoms are likely to
combine with a lattice oxygen to form water (H 2O); these hydrogens do not diffuse back into the
ㆍㆍ

bulk, but they are likely to take the surface oxygen out of the surface ( V O (S) ), as probed by
14

APXPS. Since electrons are also supplied to meet charge neutrality in the lattice, this reaction at
the surface also reduces the valence states of vanadium by supplying electrons:
ㆍ
2 (OH )ㆍO (S) → H 2 O ( l ) +OOx (S ) +V ㆍO(S
)

(8)

Reaction (8) runs in exactly the opposite direction to the effects of steam treatment on
the dispersed Pt/oxide support catalyst37, 38: Under steam-treatment condition, water molecules
can fill the oxygen vacancies on dispersed Pt/CeO2 surfaces, and thereby generate two active
hydroxyls near the Pt.37 The simultaneous detection of the evidence for oxygen loss from the
lattice and the formation of water by APXPS during hydrogen spillover strongly support the
hypothesis that reaction (8) occurs at the surface. Unlike dominant reaction of the formation of
hydrogen interstitials in the bulk VO 2, both oxygen vacancies and hydrogen interstitials coexist
due to the two competing reactions at the surface. Under reducing conditions, the bridging
vacancies near the surface are likely to form more easily than the vacancies in the bulk beneath
the surface; this conclusion is consistent with previous reports on the tendency of oxygen
vacancies near the surface of rutile TiO 2.25,

39

Our observation infers that dominant defects

(oxygen vacancies vs. hydrogen interstitial) can be delicately changeable depending on the degree
of lattice coordination under reducing condition, and thus could extend this principle to the
recent controversial debates on ionic-defect-induced phase transition in the channel of VO 2 by
ionic liquid gating.40, 41
In summary, we have elucidated the mechanism that modulates the surface chemistry of
VO2 epitaxial films during the process of hydrogen spillover. Quantitative analysis using in-situ
APXPS combined with DFT results indicated that numerous surface oxygen vacancies form
15

during the hydrogen-spillover process; this conclusion contradicts the general belief that
formation of hydrogen interstitials is the dominant process without the loss of oxygens in the
entire VO2 films. The facile formation of oxygen vacancies is attributed into the fact that surface
reaction generates weakly-adsorbed water from the less coordinated surface atoms, and that the
resulting water molecules bind less strongly than the hydrogen that diffuses into the bulk during
hydrogen spillover. These real-time observations provide new insight about surface reaction and
defect formation in correlated oxides during catalytic reaction.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1 | (a) Schematic illustration of in situ XRD and APXPS measurement during hydrogen
spillover on VO2 surface with Pt islands, which had been formed on the VO 2 surface as a H2
dissociation catalyst. (b) In situ symmetrical XRD line plot and intensity map of 10-nm-thick
epitaxial VO2 thin film on (0001) Al2O3 during hydrogenation at 70 °C. The out-of-plane lattice
was hugely expanded by massive hydrogen incorporation in the bulk of VO 2 films. TOF-SIMS
negative ion depth profiles of (c) pristine VO2 film and (d) hydrogenated VO2 film on (0001)
Al2O3 after the hydrogen spillover for 8 h at 50 °C. Hydrogens were selectively incorporated in
the entire VO2 film, but loss of oxygen was negligible.

Figure 2 | In-situ APXPS spectra of VO2 epitaxial films on (0001) Al2O3 during hydrogen
spillover (H2 pressure 5 mTorr) at 50 °C using 670-eV photon energy with inelastic mean free
paths of ~ 1.2 nm. Intensity map of (a) V 2p3/2 and (b) O 1s core-level as a function of time.
During hydrogen spillover, the vanadium core level shifted to lower binding energy as the oxygen
core level shifted to higher binding energy. (c) In-situ APXPS evolution of V 2p and O 1s
photoelectron peak with peak deconvolution. V 2p peaks were deconvoluted to V3+, V4+ and V5+;
O 1s peaks were deconvoluted to lattice oxygen (O-V), hydroxyl (O-H), and adsorbed water
(H2O).

Figure 3 | The relative ratio of each vanadium valence state ([V n+]) as a function of hydrogen
24

spillover duration at (a) 50 °C and (b) 30 °C. The vanadium valence states decreased from V 5+
and V4+ to V3+ during hydrogen spillover; this trend indicate that valences state were reduced. (c)
Fraction of integrated [V3+] peak area as a function of time at different temperature (50 °C, 30
°C). (d) Fraction of integrated [O] peak area as a function of time at different temperature (50 °C,
30 °C). Note that [ O ] gradually decreased down to ~ 10.34% (at 50 °C) and ~ 5.42 % (at 30 °C)
by proceeding hydrogen spillover, which indicates the loss of surface lattice oxygen during
hydrogen spillover. The relative ratio of each deconvoluted peaks in O 1s spectra (O-V, O-H,
H2O-related peaks) as a function of hydrogen spillover duration at (e) 50 °C and (f) 30 °C.
Weakly-adsorbed H2O does not bind chemically to the lattice of VO 2 surfaces, so actual loss of
surface lattice oxygen can be estimated to be up to ~ 25.24 % at 50 °C.

Figure 4 | Schematic view of predicted four different adsorption configurations of H 2 at VO2
surface using first principles calculations: (a) H2 (b) 2Hi (c) H2O (d) 2OH. (e) Comparison of
calculated adsorption energies of four different configurations. The formation of H2O molecule is
energetically the most favorable among the different chemisorption configurations at the surface.
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